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Abstract
The paper reports experiments to test the hy
pothesis that language is an autonomous evolving
adaptive system maintained by a group of dis
tributed agents without central control The ex
periments show how a coherent lexicon may spon
taneously emerge in a group of agents engaged in
language games and how a lexicon may adapt to
cope with new meanings that arise or new agents
that enter the group The lexicon has several
characteristics of natural language lexicons such
as polysemy synonymy and ambiguity
Keywords origins of language lexicon acquisition
selforganization
 Introduction
The origins and evolution of language is still clouded in
mystery despite an extensive literature within linguis
tics psychology anthropology and neurobiology see a
recent overview in 	
 The most common hypothesis
being explored in American linguistics is that language
is based on a speciesspecic innate ability a kind of lan
guage organ and on the renement of innate knowledge
universal grammar by a parameter setting process 

This hypothesis suggests in turn that the language fac
ulty and universal grammar came into existence due to
a series of genetic mutations each giving an adaptive ad
vantage 
 or alternatively that there has been a single
catastrophic mutation giving rise to syntax and thus
full language 
 Such proposals are coherent and in
principle ammenable to computational experimentation
For example Batali 
 has investigated whether recur
rent neural networks with prior weights resulting from
an evolutionary process might explain the rapid learning
and critical periods found in human language acquisition
Much work remains to be done however to make precise
proposals for universal grammar and to show how a sim
ple process of parameter setting may make it possible to
acquire all the languages currently found in the world
Current research on the origins of complexity in gen
eral 
 suggests an alternative hypothesis Language
could also be an emergent phenomenon and this in
the two senses of emergence Language is a mass phe
nomenon actualised by the dierent agents interacting
with each other In this sense language is like a cloud
of birds which attains and keeps its coherence based on
individual rules enacted by each bird No single individ
ual has a complete view of a language nor does anyone
control a language The processes underlying language
use and language formation become invisible once one
focuses on a single idealised speakerhearer just like a
path of an ant society disappears or becomes incompre
hensible when only a single ant is investigated Second
language might be emergent in the sense that  it could
spontaneously form itself once the appropriate physio
logical psychological and social conditions are satised
and  it could autonomously become more complex
based on the same mechanisms that cause the growth of
complexity in other elds 
 evolution coevolution
selforganisation and level formation
I am exploring this hypothesis in a series of exper
iments on robotic and software agents that span all
aspects of language grounded meaning creation lex
icon formation syntax and emergent phonology An
overview of these experiments is given in 
 This pa
per only focuses on lexicon formation It describes a
system that gives rise to adaptive lexicons in a group of
distributed agents The system is discussed here in an
abstract fashion but it has been coupled with meaning
creation processes 
 implemented on physical robots
and tested in applications such as spatial vocabulary for
mation 
 A more detailed description of the lexicon
formation process is found in 

Other researchers have been exploring the emergent
language hypothesis as well For example McLennan 

and Werner and Dyer 
 have conducted experiments in
the origins of communication from an alife perspective
These experiments show that communication arises as a
side eect of cooperation if it is benecial for communi
cation However these emergent communication systems
do not constitute a language in the normal denition of
the word The number of agents is small and xed The
repertoire of symbols is small  and xed None of
the properties of a natural language such as hierarchical
structure synonymy ambiguity etc are observed Most
importantly a dening characteristic of natural language
is missing namely that it is open At all times a natu
ral language keeps growing and changing to express new
and dierent meanings with a nite but open set of build
ing blocks These growth and adaptation processes must
be suciently fast to explain for example that a typi
cal adult has acquired a vocabulary of  words
Moreover the McLennan and WernerDyer experiments
are based on genetic evolution as the driving force which
means that the language stays xed within a single indi
vidual whereas languages clearly evolve within the life
time of individuals
Another experiment is discussed by Yanco and Stein

 They describe how a communication protocol could
emerge in a small group of robots using reinforcement
learning Again the size of the group involved  or 
and the size of the language between  and  words is
small and xed A scale up on each of these two dimen
sions quickly leads to an explosion 	 iterations
for a  element language with  agents ie  hours of
processing time in simulation These combinatorial ex
plosions have also been experienced by other researchers
and indicate that the problem of emergent languages is
a very dicult one
The present paper reports a signicant advance in the
problem how a shared vocabulary could emerge in a
group of distributed agents The advance is partly in
speed to reach coherence But also in terms of the pre
suppositions that are made and the complexity of the
language generated More concretely the results are sig
nicant in the following way
 The system is open Agents may enter or leave at all
times the population of course within certain stabil
ity bounds New agents quickly pick up the existing
lexicon
 New meanings may enter the pool of expressable
meanings The agents will rapidly develop new words
for the new meanings after a few hundreds of inter
actions
 Only those meanings are lexicalised that are relevant
from the viewpoint of the environment and the com
munications that arise
 Occasionally incoherences arise ie two agents asso
ciate a dierent meaning with the same word These
incoherences cannot be detected if they do not im
pact communicative success but they resolve when
it is required to make more negrained distinctions
	 It is not assumed that meanings are uniquely identi
able from the context as is not the case in normal
lexicon acquisition either Pointing to a brown table
and saying wa can not only mean table but also
brown or place to sit This uncertainty causes the
introduction of ambiguity in the language which gets
resolved in further interactions
 Context plays a role in disambiguation of a given sen
tence and may provide information to progressively
disambiguate a word a phenomenon also found in
natural lexicon acquisition 

 Multiple word sentences emerge in order to disam
biguate single words
The rest of the paper is in two parts Part one presents
the proposed mechanism formally and gives some exam
ples Part two discusses results
 The basic mechanism
  Features
We assume a set of agents A where each agent a   A
has a set of features F
a
 ff
 
  f
n
g A feature f
i
consists of a pair a v where a is called an attribute
and v a value For example the agents could have
attributes like weight size and shape with respective
values foval round squareg ftall smallmediumg or
fweight heavy light averageg
A distinctive feature set for identifying an agent a
as dierent from the agents in a group B is a set
D
aB
 F
a
such that b   BD
aB
 F
b
 There
can be several distinctive feature sets for the same a
and B There can also be none if there is an agent
a

  B such that F
a
 F
a
 
 For example assume
the following agents and associated feature sets a


fweight heavysize mediumshape ovalg
a

 fweight heavysize small
shape ovalg
a

 fweight heavysize mediumshape ovalg
a

 fweight light
size tallshape ovalg
a

 fweight lightsize tallshape ovalg
Then fsize smallg is a distinctive feature set for
distinguishing a

from fa

 a

 a

g fsize tallg and
fweight lightg are two possible distinctive feature sets
for distinguishing a

from fa

 a

 a

g But there is no
way to distinguish a

from fa


A set of features K can be used to lter a set of
agents M resulting in a subset C
KM
 fajK  F
a
g
For example given the set M  fa

 a

 a

 a

g and
K  fsize smallg then C
KM
 fa

g
   The lexicon
A word is a sequence of letters drawn from a nite shared
alphabet An utterance is a set of words In the experi
ments reported here word order does not play a role A
lexicon L is a relation between feature sets and words A
single word can have several associated feature sets and
a given feature set can have several associated words
Each agent a   A is assumed to have a single lexicon
L
a
which is initially empty A feature set of a word in
L is denoted as F
wL
 We can then dene the following
functions
 coverFL denes a set of utterances U such that
u   U ff j f   F
wL
and w   ug
 uncoveru L denes a feature set F such that F 
ff j f   F
wL
and w   ug
  Coherence through selforganisation
The lexicon formation process proposed in this paper
assumes that agents have the capability to create new
words by random combinations of letters from the al
phabet and associate it with a feature set They also
have the capability to form a new association between a
word and a feature set This association can be detected
in conversations with another agent when both the word
is known and a possible meaning in the sense of fea
ture set can be derived from the context However due
to the generative capacity of each agent this adoption
of words does not guarantee coherence because dierent
subgroups of agents in the extreme case each agent may
create their own words and associations instead
Selforganisation in the sense of the spontaneous for
mation of dissipative structures by the amplication and
damping of random uctuations 
 	
 is a well known
mechanism for achieving coherence without central con
trol It is here applied as follows Agents randomly cou
ple words to meanings and engage in communication
They record the success of a particular wordmeaning
pair and preferably use that in future communications
This establishes a positive feedback mechanism A word
that is used a lot will have a high communicative success
and will hence be used even more
  Language games
A language game involves a dialog between two agents
a speaker and a hearer within a particular contextual
setting which includes other agents The language game
succeeds when the agents manage to identify a particular
object which is in the present case also an agent fur
ther called the topic of the dialog There are two types
of language games In the rst type the topic is rst
introduced using extralinguistic means for example by
pointing Then the speaker identies the topic again us
ing linguistic means The hearer can use such a language
game to learn part of the language or check whether the
right meaning is associated with the right words Al
ternatively a language game could contain only verbal
communication which is only possible if the language is
already suciently developed In this paper only lan
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Figure  This gure plots the results of an experiment
in lexicon formation with  agents 	 possible words
and  meaning It plots the communicative success of
each word yaxis over time xaxis We see a search
period in which dierent words compete to express the
same meaning until one gains complete dominance
guage games where speaker and hearer already share the
topic are considered
The scenario for a typical game is as follows
 A speaker and hearer is randomly identied against
a background of other agents
 The speaker selects another agent which will be the
topic and points to the agent so that the hearer shares
the topic
 Both speaker and hearer identify possible distinc
tive feature sets that set the topic apart from the back
ground
 The speaker selects one set and translates it to
words using the cover function
	 The hearer interprets the utterance using the un
cover function and compares it with his expectations
  Language formation steps
As a side eect of such a language game various lan
guage formation steps now take place Each of these is
discussed in turn
  No dierentiation possiblestep  fails
This situation occurs when the available features are
not enough to make a distinction This stimulates a fea
ture creation process because the available distinctions
are not enough to support eective communication This
situation is not further considered in this paper
 The speaker does not have a wordstep  fails
In the second case at least one distinctive feature set
S is detected but the speaker s has no words yet to
express it The language game obviously fails However
the speaker may create a new word with a probability
p
w
 	 and associate it in his lexicon with S This is
for example the case in a dialog printed out as follows
Dialog  between a and a about a
Context 	a a a
 a a
Distinctive size small
a size small    a nil
New word a size small  p o
What happened here is the following a

is the speaker
a

is the hearer and they try to dierentiate a

from
fa

 a

 a

 a

g There is only one distinctive feature set
fsize smallg a

does not have a word for this feature
set and therefore a cannot extract its meaning a

creates a new word The new word p o is associated
with the set fsize smallg Newly created words are
not directly used but will be in the next conversation
 The hearer does not have a word
In the next case at least one distinctive feature set S
is detected and the speaker s can construct an utterance
to express it ie coverSL
s
 W  However the hearer
does not know the word Because the hearer has a hy
pothesis about possible feature sets that might be used
he is able to extend his lexicon to create associations be
tween the word used and each possible feature set Note
that if there is more than one possibility the hearer can
not disambiguate the word and retains the ambiguity in
the lexicon
 The speaker and the hearer know the word
  The meanings are compatible with the sit
uation
The next situation is one where the speaker and the
hearer both manage to formulate distinctive feature sets
and know a word covering one or more of them The
speaker produces the word and the feature set uncovered
by the hearer is one of the feature sets that are distinctive
for the topic In this case the dialog is a success and both
speaker and hearer achieve communicative success This
is for example the case in the following dialog
Dialog 
 between a and a about a
Context 	a a a a 
Distictive size small
a size small  p o
 a size small
Note that it is possible that the speaker and the hearer
use dierent feature sets but because the communica
tion is a success there is no way to know this Semantic
incoherences persist until new distinctions become im
portant and disambiguate them
 The meanings are not compatible with the
situation
The same situation as before may arise except that
the feature set uncovered by the hearer is not one of the
feature sets expected to be distinctive In this case there
is no communicative success neither for the speaker or
the hearer
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Figure  This gure plots the formation of a language
from scratch  language games are shown involving
	 agents and  meanings The xaxis plots the number
of language games scale  The yaxis shows the
average communicative success
 Experimental Results
 Oneword utterances
Here are the results of a typical experiment see g It
starts with the 	 agents given earlier and a dozen features
size weight shape that can be used to dierentiate one
agent from the others After a dozen conversations the
rst word p o has been created and is used consis
tently by all agents to mean size medium A dozen
conversations later the word f o appears to have
propagated in the population to mean size small Fur
ther conversations lead to further increases of the lexicon
but also to the rst occurrences of ambiguity the word
j u is used both for weight light and for size tall
The reason is that both can be used to distinguish a
from the others and an agent who does not know the
word yet will retain the ambiguity as seen in the next
conversation
Dialog  between a and a about a
Context 	a a a

Distinctive
SIZE TALL WEIGHT LIGHT
a SIZE TALL  Z U  a nil
New word a SIZE TALL  Z U
New word a WEIGHT LIGHT  Z U
When later the word z u is used to identify the same
object within the same context the communication will
succeed and so no disambiguation is possible Disam
biguation only takes place when a uses z u in a
situation where the description weight light is not ap
propriate We often see also a struggle going on between
dierent words competing for the same meaning which
will eventually resolve itself in favor of one word as illus
trated in g  For example some agents use j u in
the same circumstances as others z u Some agents
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Figure  This gure plots the adaptation of the lexicon
after six new meanings have been added Coherence is
reached again after  language games
know about both meanings but preferentially use the one
that had the most success in the past After about 
language games the lexicon stabilises as all distinctions
that need to be made have been lexicalised
  Multiple word utterances
When a new feature is introduced the lexicon gets ex
tended as agents now use it as a distinctive feature g
 Thus we have introduced color with possible values
blue red yellow and white The words z i are adopted
for yellow d e for blue k a for white The rst
associations appear where a combination of features are
associated with a single word For example size tall
color white is associated with z o
Multiple word utterances emerge naturally as the set
of features expands and the lexicon adapts to cope with
it Here is an example dialog a

identies himself us
ing the distinctive feature set fsize tallcolor whiteg
Because a

uses k a for color white and v o for
size tall a multiple word utterance is made k a
v o a

expects either fsize tallcolor whiteg or
fweight lightcolor whiteg as possible distinctive fea
ture sets a

understands both words in isolation takes
the union of the feature sets and sees that it ts with the
expectations The language game therefore succeeds
Dialog  between a and a about a
Context 	a a a a 
Distinctive
size tall color white
weight light color white
a size tall color white
 k a v o
 a size tall color white
Unknown wordmeaning pairs can also be guessed by
the hearer in multiple word utterances For example
in the following dialog a

knows the meaning of k a
as being color white and infers from this that f o
must be either size medium or weight heavy Both
are added to his lexicon and later language games will
make it clear which one was intended
Dialog  between a
 and a about a
Context 	a a
 a a a 
Distinctive
size medium color white
weight heavy color white
a
 size medium color white
 k a f o  a nil
New word a size medium  f o
New word a weight heavy  f o
 Entrance of new agents
We have already seen in the previous paragraphs that the
distributed lexicon adapts itself when new features be
come available to distinguish between dierent objects
New words are created and sentences become more com
plex Another way in which the lexicon formation pro
cess can be seen to be adaptive is because new agents
may enter at any time in the population The new agent
will gradually take over words already present but is also
a new source of novelty particularly in the present exper
iments because a new agent means that new distinctions
become relevant Such an experiment has been carried
out g  A new agent a

is created and added to the
population The agent has a random assignment of the
various features already in use but new distinctions may
now have to be lexicalised After a few hundreds of con
versations a

has acquired his own version of most of
words used in the group More interestingly new distinc
tions become lexicalised such as weight average which
is expressed as m e As the lexicon develops a rich
tapestry of meanings and words emerges where no agent
shares exactly the same language but the global system
nevertheless manages to achieve quasitotal communica
tive success
 Conclusions
This paper reported computational experiments to study
the spontaneous formation of a lexicon between dis
tributed agents in a shared environment It was shown
that selforganization is an eective mechanism for
achieving coherence and that many properties of nat
ural languages in particular synonymy ambiguity and
multipleword sentences occur as a side eect of the pro
posed lexicon formation process Further work is going
on to study the global dynamical properties of the pro
posed mechanism to test out applications on robotic and
software agents and to link lexicon formation with other
linguistic components
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Figure  This gure plots  language games illustrat
ing adaptation after a new agent comes in The xaxis
plots the number of language games scale  The
yaxis shows the communicative success
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